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Annual Faculty Evaluation 
The annual evaluation provides guidance and assistance to all faculty in their professional development and 

academic responsibilities in the areas of (1) teaching/librarianship, (2) research/creative activities, and (3) 

service. This handbook will help academic unit heads/chairs administer the evaluation process and will provide 

information for faculty who are preparing for evaluation. The process involves online student evaluation of 

faculty, peer evaluation of faculty, academic unit head/chair evaluation of faculty, and documentation of 

University and professional service as evidenced in the professional vita (see Appendix A) and Faculty 

Development Plan (see Appendix B). This handbook will also help clarify the categories in which academic unit 

heads/chairs will exercise their judgment during the faculty evaluation process. 

The evaluation of the faculty is a critical job. The outcome will provide feedback to faculty which can serve as 

a basis for more effective professional performance.  

Faculty members must know beforehand what academic unit heads/chairs and the University of Arkansas at 

Pine Bluff (UAPB) expect. Therefore, academic unit heads/chairs should define in advance their faculty’s 

responsibilities. For example, if specific items are expected on a syllabus, then the academic unit head/chair 

should explain what is required so that faculty members can comply. 

The aim of evaluation is faculty development. Its objective is to sustain a feedback system that keeps faculty 

members abreast of the status of their career at UAPB.  

Faculty members are responsible for their career paths, but the academic unit head/chair is responsible for 

guidance and feedback. Along this line, academic unit heads/chairs might set up a formal review process, i.e., a 

pre-arranged conference. New faculty members should be evaluated within a year. Discussion should be on 

mutual expectations regarding what faculty members need to do for positive evaluations. 

The definition of faculty rank with regard to instructional research, librarianship, and cooperative extension 

service can be found in the UAPB Employee Handbook.  

Criteria for Faculty Evaluation 
Teaching/Librarianship is the first category for faculty evaluation at the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff. 

Teaching/librarianship is the primary duty of most UAPB faculty and it is essential that quality teaching be 

encouraged and recognized. Teaching may be defined in terms of providing for student learning in a variety of 

ways, including classroom or clinical instruction, team-teaching, independent study or research supervision, 

multi-disciplinary teaching activities, course preparation and teaching strategies. 

Effective teachers mark the path of their progress with many clues. Course bibliographies often signal quality 

of teaching as do appropriately revised syllabi that should be formatted according to the University’s adopted 

Standardized Course Syllabus Outline (see Appendix G). Further evidence of effective teaching might come 

from faculty listings of innovative methods, applications of current technology, engagement of visiting 

colleagues, and use of library resources. As with other areas, it is the duty of the individual faculty member to 

document effective teaching performance. The criteria below define the specific items utilized to evaluate 

teaching/librarianship and are found in the Chair’s Evaluation of Faculty form or Faculty Librarian’s Annual 

Performance Review form (see Appendices F and H). 

 Criterion 1: Course Design (use of University’s adopted Standardized Course Syllabus Outline (see Appendix G) 

 Criterion 2: Attendance 

 Criterion 3: Adequacy of Office Hours 

 Criterion 4: Quality of Advising 

 Criterion 5: Professional Affiliations 
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 Criterion 6: Student Evaluations 

 Criterion 7: Scholarly/Creative Activity and Professional Service 

 Criterion 8: University Service 

 Criterion 9: Community Service 

 Criterion 10: Evidence of Professional Developmental Implementation/Plan and Supporting 

Documentation 

 Criterion 11: Command of English 

 Criterion 12: Peer Evaluation (mean score of Departmental Peer Reviewers) 

 

Research and Creative Activities is the second category and it comes in many forms. Excellent teaching is 

fostered by sound knowledge acquired through research and creative activities. The University has traditionally 

been given the societal role of generating, applying, and transmitting knowledge. In this respect, faculty 

members should be involved in creating, revising, and sharing knowledge through activities such as research, 

writing, and presentations at professional meetings. In addition to generating new knowledge, faculty members 

are charged with synthesizing existing knowledge and presenting it in new and challenging ways to students and 

others. In addition, by translating knowledge, faculty members can better educate the public and make the 

University more applicable to society at large. Whether the product of research is published or not, the research 

itself must still be evaluated by university peers.  Scholarly productivity should be relevant to the content area 

and/or work. Grant writing and publications require research. Professional growth can also be a part of research. 

For specific examples of research activities, academic unit heads/chairs and deans should refer to the Office of 

Research and Sponsored Programs. Less specific examples are provided below.  

A. Submitted research for refereed journals and for the popular press should be recognized. Published 

research writings in refereed journals and for the popular press should be given extra recognition.  

B. Creative activities play an important role in education that is valued equally with empirical research. 

Creative activities could include conference and/or meeting presentations, journal publications, fact 

sheets, grant submissions, creative/visual performances, dance/musical performances, and technical 

reports. Academic department heads/chairs, in consultation with each faculty member, will determine 

what constitutes creative activities and the documentation required. This should be reflected in the 

Faculty Development Plan (see Appendix B).  

C. Successful grantsmanship is normally regarded as a desirable activity and one which the University 

would like to encourage.  Submitted grants and written proposals should be evaluated for the effort. 

Funded grants and proposals should receive extra recognition.  

D. Professional growth refers both to off-campus and on-campus activities.  

a. Off-campus memberships in recognized academic organizations, attendance at workshops and 

conferences whether as attendee or presenter, and papers presented at conferences should be 

recognized.  

b. On-campus attendance and participation in workshops, exhibits, concerts, conferences, mini-

courses, and professional organizations should be recognized. 

Service is the third category and refers to both the University and the community. Service is defined in terms of 

service to the university, the profession, and the community and may include activities such as work on 

university, departmental and professional committees; discipline-related community involvement; university, 

departmental, professional and administrative service; curriculum development; academic student advisement 

and recruitment; co-curricular and extra-curricular student organization advisement; direction of in-service 

education courses or programs; and public relations. University service refers to (a) support of university 

functions and assurance of student support of university functions, (b) committee involvement and (c) 

community service. 
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A. All faculty members can undertake service to the University community and each faculty member 

should assume responsibilities of academic citizenship. These responsibilities include all matters of 

academic governance within academic units and within the whole University.  

 

Attendance at University functions is a very important aspect of cultural, social and intellectual 

growth. These functions include, but are not limited to, lectures, special trainings, and university 

traditions as found in The Roar Student Handbook (see Appendix I). The University expects faculty 

to attend university sponsored events and to encourage their students to attend university functions. 

Attendance at these functions shows loyalty to the University.  

 

B. In using committee work for service purposes, academic unit heads/chairs should try to reach a 

balance in assigning faculty to departmental committees; additionally, academic unit heads/chairs 

should not give a low evaluation score if the faculty member is not selected for a requested Standing 

Committee assignment. 

 

C. The University exists to educate and share professional time and expertise within the community.  

It includes community service as a major aspect of its mission, and appropriate faculty projects 

should be included in descriptions of achievement. Faculty generated service to the community is 

also part of the mission of an 1890 land-grant institution. Descriptions of faculty involvement should 

include those activities in which faculty may employ their professional and intellectual expertise in 

service to the community. Community service refers to activities that faculty members perform 

voluntarily or do beyond the call of duty for which they deserve credit. It does not include normal 

religious, fraternal, or sorority activities; however, it does include Scouts, Little League, lectures at 

secular activities, and other recognized community events.  

Faculty Evaluation Timeline 
Academic unit heads/chairs and faculty should follow the UAPB Evaluation Timetable (Appendix C).  

Two important dates for academic unit heads/chairs: 

1. December 1: Notice of non-reappointment of faculty in second year of service is due based on 

previous year’s evaluation. The deadline is December 15.  

2. February 15: Notice of non-reappointment of faculty in first year appointment. The deadline is 

March 1. 

Evaluation Elements 

Student Evaluation 
Student evaluations help faculty improve the course.  Students will assess each course using the SmartEvals! 

online system (see Appendix D).  On the last day of instruction, the results of each evaluation can be seen by the 

faculty member and the academic unit head/chair.  

Faculty Peer Evaluation 

Each tenured, non-tenured, and part-time faculty member will be evaluated by a committee of at least three 

tenured peers selected by the academic unit head/chair using the Peer Evaluation of Faculty form (see Appendix 

E). In departments with few faculty members, additional faculty from other departments will be chosen by the 

academic unit head/chair. The academic unit head/chair will review each evaluation and then forward it to the 

evaluated faculty member. 
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Academic Unit Head/Chair Evaluation  

The evaluation procedure involves three categories: (1) teaching/librarianship, (2) research/creative activities, 

and (3) service.  

Academic unit heads/chairs may use either of two approaches to evaluation, depending on the faculty’s assigned 

work load. In departments where a faculty member is administratively assigned a full-time workload that splits 

among teaching/librarianship, research/creative activities, and service, refer to the Faculty Workload Policy. 

Faculty who are not assigned research or administrative responsibilities are expected to teach and be involved 

in adequate research/creative activities and service. These activities should be included in the annual Faculty 

Development Plan (see Appendix B).  

The academic unit head/chair will review the results of the student evaluation, peer evaluation, and 

research/creative activities and service activities to the University to determine the overall faculty performance. 

After scoring the evaluations (by peers and students), the academic unit head/chair will discuss and document 

strengths and weaknesses as well as suggested means for improvement with each faculty member which will be 

documented on the Chair’s Evaluation of Faculty form (see Appendix F).  

Annual Evaluation for Extension Specialists 

This section is intended to provide guidelines for appointment and evaluation of program specialists consistent 

with the policies of the 1890 Cooperative Extension Program and the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff.  For 

details pertaining to the complete Extension Evaluation Process, refer to the Extension VITA Presentation For 

Consideration For Promotion In Rank (See Appendix J). The criteria for evaluation include the following: 

I. Responsibility- Primary responsibility for performance appraisal rests with the immediate 

supervisor.  

 

II. Frequency- Performance evaluations are conducted annually at the end of the program year. 

Performance appraisal schedule of due dates: 

October 1: Annual Performance Narrative should be submitted to supervisor.  

October 31: Annual Goals reviewed with supervisor. 

November 30: Supervisors complete EEVAL 152 and results reviewed with Administration. 

January 15: Review with specialist and submission to Administration complete.  

 

III. Performance Against Standards- Specialists and supervisors are evaluated on a scale of 

substantially exceeds requirements (4) to below requirements (0) against established standards in 

ten areas. Supervisors are evaluated in an eleventh area, management responsibility. Performance 

areas to be evaluated are: 

A. Extension Activities 

1. Program Planning 

2. Faculty and Staff Training/Assistance 

3. Implementation and Evaluation of Educational Programs 

(a) Individual Activities 

(b) Demonstration, assessment, or validation of technology 

4. Professionalism and Service 

5. Financial Support of Extension Activities 

6. Collaboration and Cooperation 

B. Behavioral Dimensions 

1.  Teamwork 

2. Leadership 

3. Adaptability  

4. Program implementation/Marketing as an 1890 Extension Program 
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5. Work habits 

6. Marketing 1890 Extension Program 

C. Management Responsibilities (Supervisors only) 

D. Teaching 

E. Research Activities 

F. Publications and Educational Support Materials Developed 

 

IV. Performance Goals- Specialists/supervisors select measurable and attainable goals that should contribute to 

their performance in the job assigned. Results attained are reported at the end of the fiscal year and are 

considered in the overall evaluation. 

 

Procedures 

 

I. Annual Performance Narrative- A summary of specialist activities following the format in 

these guidelines will be submitted to supervisors.  The report is due to supervisors by October 

31. 

 

II. Annual Performance Evaluation- Each supervisor will submit an Annual Performance 

Evaluation, Form EEVAL 152, for each faculty member. This report, covering the period 

October 1 through September 30 of the past fiscal year, should be submitted by November 30 

for review by Administration. 

 

III. Performance Evaluation and Review 

 

A. Form EEVAL 152 Annual Performance Evaluation Summary using the individual 

specialist/supervisor's Performance Evaluation Report and other appropriate input. 

The supervisor will complete Form EEVAL 152 Annual Performance Evaluation 

Summary. Each performance area will be rated as follows: 

Substantially Exceeds Requirements  4 

    Exceeds Requirements     3 

Meets Requirements    2 

Improvement Needed to Meet Requirements 1 

Unacceptable     0 

B. Review- Review Ratings determined by supervisors will be submitted to 

Administration for review and concurrence before being discussed with the employee. 

The evaluation will be discussed with the faculty member by the appropriate 

supervisor. The faculty member will be given a copy of the completed evaluation. All 

evaluation conferences will be completed by January 15. 
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First Name Last Name 

Street Address 
City, State Zip Code 

(Area code) phone number 
(Area code) fax number (if applicable) 

email@address.com [right click and scroll down to “Edit Hyperlink” to include your email address] 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Education  

 Years 
 

 
 

Academic Experience 
 
 
Teaching/Tutoring Experience  
 
 
Research Skills and Training  
 

 
 

 

Other Positions and Employment  

List non-academic employment history in reverse chronological order, noting 
position held, employer, location, brief description of duties and responsibilities. 

Years 

  

Professional Memberships and Activities  

List these, in groupings by professional organization, in reverse chronological 
order, noting leadership positions and other positions held.  This section may 
also include editorial activities.  If, however, you have served as editor in many 
contexts, consider grouping these together under a separate heading, by 
publication, in reverse chronological order. 

Years 

  

Honors and Awards  

[Note:  you may also list elite fellowship programs, those to which you were 
accepted on the basis of a competitive, as opposed to first-come, first-serve, 
application process, here.] 

Years 

  

Committee Assignments and Administrative Services  

List in reverse chronological order, noting leadership positions held.  Include 
university and non-university activities (e.g., work with NIH study groups). 

Years 

  

Educational Activities  

 Identify your teaching/tutoring activities here.  
 Include advising responsibilities. 
 Consider using a table, as it provides a concise, visual way to identify role, 

number of students, number of sessions, and evaluation data. 

Reflect the years you 
undertake each activity. 

  

mailto:email@address.com
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Patents  

List in CHRONOLOGICAL order to permit each updating.  
  

  

Abstracts and Presentations  

 
Oral Presentations 

National/International Meetings 
 
 
Local/Regional Meetings 
 
Posters 

National/International Meetings 
  
Local/Regional Meetings 
 
[List these in reverse chronological order, beginning with National/International 
presentations as a category followed by Local/Regional meetings.  Use an 
asterisk or other explained notation to demarcate invited talks and meetings 
that you helped to organize.] 

 

  

Publications  

1. List your publications in chronological order for easy updating. 
2. Number these and highlight your name in bold. 
3. Follow this order - peer-reviewed, non-peer-reviewed publications, articles 

accepted for publication, books and monographs, evidence of works in progress 
(complete articles published in conference proceedings, book chapters, review 
articles, editorials as indicated), development and/or publication of educational 
materials, development of major curricular offerings or innovative educational 
programs, non-print materials, published abstracts. 

4. Note: if you’re not listed as first author on publications for which your mentored 

student is listed, note that role with an asterisk or other indicator. 
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Faculty Development Plan 
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UAPB Timetable for Faculty Evaluation 
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SmartEvals! Student Evaluation of Faculty Form 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Note- This form is only accessible electronically.  
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*Note- This form is only accessible electronically.  
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*Note- This form is only accessible electronically.  
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Peer Evaluation of Faculty Form 
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Chair’s Evaluation of Faculty Form 
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Standardized Course Syllabus Outline 
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COURSE SYLLABUS 

 University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff 
 School 
 Department 
 
Course Prefix and Number: 
   
Course Title:  
    
Credit:      
 
Instructor:      
 
Office Location:     
 
Office Hours:     
 
Telephone:      
 
E-Mail       
 
Course Description:   (As written in the university catalogue) 
 
Course Prerequisites: (As written in the university catalogue) 
  
Texts, readings, and instructional resources: 
 
Course Objectives/Learner Outcomes:  
 

Upon completion of this course, the candidate will be able to: 
  
Course Content:  
 

Topical Outline 
    
Assignments, evaluation procedures, and grading policy: 
 
 Grading: 
     
 Grading Scale: 
   

Below C in your major course of study is considered failure; course must be 
repeated.    

 
*FINAL EXAMINATION - *(THE FINAL EXAMINATION WILL BE ADMINISTERED 
ACCORDING TO THE FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE - NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE 
MADE,) 
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Instructional Skills: 
 

______Lecture    ______Discovery Learning   
 ______Discussion/Questioning  ______Small Group Activities 

______Cooperative Learning  ______Demonstration/Modeling/Model 
______Role Playing      ______Technology/Media Presentation 
______Problem Solving   ______Team Teaching 
______Individualized Instruction  ______Other(s)   

 
Bibliography 
 
Students with Disabilities:  As stated in The Roar student handbook. 
 
Class Attendance Statement: These statements apply to each student enrolled at UAPB. 

1. Attendance is the responsibility of the student. Students are expected to regularly 
attend all classes in which they are enrolled. 

2. Instructors will provide each student with the attendance requirements in writing, either 
in the course syllabus or in a separate handout, and verbally explain them to students 
the first day of class. 

3. The student is responsible for informing instructors in advance when an absence will 
occur. If this is not possible, it is the responsibility of the student to contact the instructor 
as soon as possible. 

4. For school-sanctioned events such as field trips, band, choir, athletics and similar 
events, the coordinator of the event should send a letter to the Vice Chancellor of 
Academic Affairs seeking approval for the respective students to be absent from 
classes for the event. The letter should identify the type of event for which excused 
absences are being requested and include a listing of all student participants. 
Following approval, the list and the letter of request with the Vice-Chancellor’s approval 
should be presented by all student participants to their respective instructors. The 
Coordinator of the event will submit a copy of the approved letter and the list of student 
participants to the Dean of Students’ Office where it will be kept on record. 

5. The Dean of Students will notify instructors when a student is absent three days or 
longer due to an illness or other issue. This courtesy memo does not alter the 
instructor’s attendance policies, excuse the student from policy #3 above, nor does it 
constitute an excused absence. Rather, it is documentation of the absence. 

6. Class participation may be used, at the instructor’s discretion, as a factor in determining 
a student’s final grade for the course. 

Census Period 
Students who do not attend class at least one time during the first 11 days of the fall and 
spring semesters, or the first 5 days of a summer session, will be administratively dropped 
from the course for non-attendance. 
  
Technology Integration:  
 
Relationship to Diversity:  
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Faculty Librarian’s Annual Performance Review Form 
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Adopted from the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff The ROAR Student Handbook 

1.2 University Traditions  

The life of every student is enriched by the traditions which have become a part of the University through the 

years. Some of the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff’s traditions include:  

1.2.1 Band Concert  

Annually, the Music Department presents the University Band in Concert.  

1.2.2 Black History Month  

During the month of February, Black History Month is observed in order to pay tribute to noted African 

Americans who have made significant contributions to the progress of mankind as a whole and to African 

Americans in particular.  

1.2.3 Chancellor’s Benefit for the Arts  

This is a formal affair presented with elegance. The proceeds from this event support the visual and performing 

arts at UAPB, the “Keepers of the Spirit” Exhibit, and historical review of Branch Norman/AM&N 

College/University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff.  

1.2.4 Chancellor’s Convocation  

An all-school assembly, originally established by President L.A. Davis, Sr., as the “family chat hour,” is held at 

the beginning of each semester. Classes are dismissed. 

1.2.5. Founder’s Day  

Each year the University pauses on the Thursday closest to April 25th (the date of the founding of the institution) 

to pay tribute to those whose services and sacrifices have made the University’s achievements possible for the 

annual Founder’s Day Convocation; classes are dismissed. The celebration also includes sunrise service, and a 

family breakfast on the following Sunday.  

1.2.6 Handel’s Messiah  

Each year the University choir performs Handel’s Messiah during the Christmas season. The Vesper Choir is 

assisted by the University Concert Band and by a string ensemble from the Arkansas Symphony Orchestra. The 

Messiah is considered to be the best oratorio in music history. Traditionally, the presentation of the Messiah 

marks the official opening of the Christmas season on the campus. The event is sponsored by the Department of 

Music.  

1.2.7 Homecoming  

Annually, the University sets one weekend during The Fall Semester for the celebration of its Homecoming 

activities. Plans are made under the direction of the Homecoming Committee, which consists of faculty/staff 

and students to extend the traditional UAPB hospitality to alumni, former students, guests, and friends. The 

campus is beautifully decorated and various student organizations and academic departments prepare floats for 

the annual Homecoming parade on Main Street in the city of Pine Bluff. Other events during Homecoming are: 

the football game, the Coronation and Ball, and victory dance or concert.  
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1.2.8 Honors and Awards Day  

Students are recognized for academic achievement and contributions to the University through scholarships and 

awards. This recognition is held in conjunction with the annual Founder’s Day Convocation.  

1.2.9 Lion Fever Day  

During the Fall and Spring Semesters, high school students throughout the state of Arkansas and adjoining states 

are invited to the campus for a day of information and activities.  

1.2.10 Spring Emphasis Week  

Each spring, usually in March or April, one week is devoted to honoring different components of the University 

family: students, faculty, staff, the community, parents, women, and all others who contribute to the life-blood 

of the University.  

1.2.11 Spring Unity Fest  

An activity designed to bring together the University and the community through entertainment, food, games, 

vendors, information booths, novelty attractions and contests.  

1.2.12 Vesper Choir Concert  

The Friday before Spring Commencement, the University Choir performs its annual concert in the John McLinn 

Ross Auditorium in the Hathaway-Howard Fine Arts Building.  
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